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ABSTRACT The back-reaction kinetics in Photosystem I (PS I) were studied on the ,ts-to-s time scale in cyanobacterial
preparations, which differed in the number of iron-sulfur clusters to assess the contributions of particular components to the
reduction of P+00. In membrane fragments and in trimeric P700-FA/FB complexes, the major contribution to the absorbance
change at 820 nm (AA820) was the back-reaction of F,A and/or FB with lifetimes of -10 and 80 ms (-10% and 40% relative
amplitude). The decay of photoinduced electric potential (Aq) across a membrane with directionally incorporated P700-FA/FB
complexes had similar kinetics. HgCI2-treated PS I complexes, which contain FA but no FB, retain both of these kinetic
components, indicating that neither can be assigned uniquely to a specific acceptor. These results suggest that FA~reduces
P700 directly and argue for a rapid electron equilibration between FA and FB, which would eliminate their kinetic distinction in
a back-reaction. In PsaC-depleted P700-Fx cores, as well as in P700-FA/FB complexes with chemically reduced FA and FB, the
major contribution to the AA820 and the A/i decay is a biphasic back-reaction of FX (-400 ,us and 1.5 ms) with some
contribution from A- (-10 ,us and 100 ,us), the latter of which is variable depending on experimental conditions. The AA820
decay in a P700-A1 core devoid of all iron-sulfur clusters comprises two phases with lifetimes of 10 ,us and 130 ,us (2.7:1 ratio).
The biexponential back-reaction kinetics found for each of the electron acceptors may be related to existence of different
conformational states of the PS I complex. In all preparations studied, excitation at 532 nm with flash energies exceeding 10
mJ gives rise to formation of antenna 3Chl, which also contributes to AA820 decay on the tens-of-,is time scale. A distinction
between AA820 components related to back-reactions and to 3Chl decay can be made by analysis of flash saturation
dependencies and by measurements of kinetics with preoxidized P700.
INTRODUCTION
The primary photochemical event in Photosystem I (PS I) is
initiated by the absorption of light quanta by antenna chlo-
rophyll molecules with subsequent energy migration to the
specialized reaction center trap. Primary charge separation
takes place within 14 ps between the primary donor P700, a
chlorophyll dimer, and the primary acceptor AO, a chloro-
phyll monomer (for review see Setif, 1992; Hastings et al.,
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The abbreviations and definitions used are: PS I, Photosystem I; Chl,
chlorophyll; DCPIP, 2,6-dichlorophenol-indophenol; DM-PS I, PS I com-
plex (containing FX, FA and FB clusters) isolated using n-dodecyl-3-D-
maltoside; AA820, photoinduced absorbance change at 820 nm; Ati, pho-
toinduced electric potential; P700, the primary electron donor in PS I, a
chlorophyll a dimer; P700-AI core, preparation isolated from a P70o-Fx core
by oxidative denaturation of the FX cluster; P700-Fx core, preparation
isolated from a PS I complex by removal of the PsaC subunit and hence
devoid of the FAand FB clusters; TX-PS I, PS I complex (containing FX,
FAand FB clusters) isolated using Triton X-100.
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1995). This initial step is followed by subsequent stages of
charge stabilization on a series of electron carriers, includ-
ing Al (a phylloquinone) and three [4Fe-4S] clusters, Fx,
FA, and FB Whereas P700, AO, A1, and FX are bound to the
PsaA/PsaB reaction center heterodimer, the terminal clus-
ters FA and FB are located on the tightly bound 8.9-kDa
PsaC subunit (recently reviewed by Chitnis et al., 1995).
Many of the pioneering studies in PS I were carried out by
analysis of the kinetics of photoinduced optical absorbance
changes of the electron-transport components, especially
that of the primary donor, P700. Photooxidation of P700 is
characterized by a difference spectrum with large negative
absorption changes (bleaching) around 430 and 700 nm and
smaller positive absorption changes around 450 and 820 nm
(Hiyama and Ke, 1972). In spite of the ca. 10-times lower
extinction coefficient compared with 700 nm, the spectral
region around 820 nm provides advantages for monitoring
the changes in redox state of P700 because neither charge
separation nor chlorophyll fluorescence are induced by light
in this spectral region, and absorbance changes may be
monitored at relatively high chlorophyll concentrations in
the sample.
In the absence of soluble electron donors and acceptors,
charge separation in isolated PS I preparations is followed
by charge recombination with one or more of the bound
electron acceptors, and can be measured by the decay of the
photoinduced absorbance change of P70. To summarize the
existing data: in isolated PS I complexes that contain the FA
and FB clusters as the terminal acceptors, charge recombi-
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nation takes place with a half-time of3-3 ms (lifetime of
43 is) (Ke, 1972). The kinetics of the back-reactions of
earlier electron acceptors are observed either upon chemical
prereduction of the FA and FB clusters (Sauer et al., 1978) or
in "PS I core" preparations (Golbeck, 1995). The latter are
devoid of the PsaC subunit (Li et al., 1991), and depending
on the isolation procedure, may also have the Fx cluster
missing (Parrett et al., 1990; Warren et al., 1990). The
half-time for the Fx back-reaction at room temperature was
found to be 250,s in a PS I complex with FAIFB reduced
with dithionite (Sauer et al., 1978) or with successive
flashes (Bottin et al., 1987), and 1.2 ms in a FAIFB-less,
P700-Fx core (Golbeck and Cornelius, 1986). The compo-
nents ascribed to the Al back-reaction were reported to be 3
,us (Sauer et al., 1979), 750 ns (Bottin et al., 1987), 250lus(Brettel, 1989), or 10us (Wafren et al., 1993), depending on
the type of preparation and the reduction protocol. A recent
study made on a Fx-less,P700-Al core shows that the Al
back-reaction follows multiexponential kinetics, where the
majority of the charge recombination occurs with half-times
of
-I0,us and 150 As (lifetimes of 15 and 217,ts) at room
temperature, and with kinetics only slightly slower at liquid
helium temperatures (Brettel and Golbeck, 1995). It is not
clear, however, whetherAl can transfer electrons back to
P7 when only the terminal clusters(FAandFB) are prere-
duced or removed.
In the course of studying various mutants of PSI, we took
note that the decay of the absorbance change at 820 nm
(AA820) in the As-to-s time domain comprises a broad
continuum of kinetic phases. This was particularly evident
in mutants with cysteine-to-serine substitutions in the li-
gands to the FX cluster (Vassiliev et al., 1995a), where
multiphase kinetics were measured from both the AT and
theFx back-reactions. In these instances, the number of
phases observed was usually greater than the number of
endogenous acceptors that were available to back-react with
P70. It should be noted that AA820
kinetics were performed using relatively narrow time scales,
which were set up for a preferential monitoring of the major
decay component, thus causing some minor components to
be overlooked.
Another problem related to the interpretation of AA820
transients is the possible interference from the presence of
chlorophyll triplet states, which decay in the,us time do-
main, and yet have a difference spectrum with a weak
positive absorption in the near infra-red which is similar,
though not identical, to the P700 cation. Contributions from
antenna species (Nuijs et al., 1986) and from 3P700 formed
in the back-reaction as intermediates between the charge-
separated radical pair and the ground stateof P700 (Setif and
Bottin, 1989; Setif and Brettel, 1990) are possible in this
time domain. It was recently shown that at least in the case
of direct P
-AT recombination, there is no 3P70 interme-
diate involved (Warren et al., 1993); it is highly likely that
the back-reaction(s) of Fx, FA, and FB also do not proceed
This work is aimed at providing a detailed comparison of
room temperature AA820 kinetics in different PS I prepara-
tions using one and the same acquisition setup with a
resolution in the,s-to-s time domain. The stated goal is to
verify the lifetimes of existing phases and contributions of
endogenous acceptors to the overall decay ofP70 We
address the mechanism of the back-reaction of the terminal
acceptors, FA and FR, in isolated PS I complexes in terms of
their individual contributions to the back-reaction kinetics
and the possible involvement of3PP70 in the process. To
investigate the kinetics of back-reactions from Al and Fx
and possible interference of chlorophyll triplet states in the
As time domain, we use preparations that are devoid of
different iron-sulfur clusters or have them stabilized in the
reduced state. The key AA820 experiments are paralleled by
measurements of the photoinduced electric potential (Aql)
across a phospholipid bilayer membrane reconstituted with
directionally oriented PS I complexes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell growth and isolation of thylakoid
membranes, PS I complexes, and PS I cores
A glucose-tolerant strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was grown at
300C inBG-1 medium with 5 mM glucose under light-activated hetero-
trophic growth conditions in the dark, as previously described (Anderson
and McIntosh, 1991). Thylakoid membranes were isolated according to
Smart et al. (1991). PS I trimeric complexes from Synechocystis sp. PCC
6803 (DM-PS I) were isolated using n-dodecyl-,B-D-maltoside(,1-DM) as
described earlier (Warren et al., 1993), with minor modifications (Vassiliev
et al., 1995a). PS I trimeric complexes from Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301
(TX-PS I) were isolated with TritonX-100. PS I core preparations(P700-Fx
cores andP700-Al cores) were isolated from DM-PS I or TX-PS I com-
plexes as summarized in Golbeck (1995). isolated PS I preparations were
resuspended in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.3, with 15% glycerol, frozen as
small aliquots in liquid nitrogen, and stored at-95°C. Hg-treated TX-PS
I complexes, which are devoid of the FB cluster, were isolated as described
in Jung et al. (1995), an adaptation to cyanobacteria of the original protocol
(Sakurai et al., 1991).
Near-IR kinetic spectroscopy
Samples for optical experiments were suspended to a Chl a concentration
of 30-50,ug ml-' in 25 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.3) in a 10 mm X 2 mm
quartz cuvette with a stopper.,B-DM or Triton X-100 were added to a final
concentration of 0.04% to reduce light scattering. DCPLP and sodium
ascorbate (both from Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were added where indicated.
For chemical reduction of theFA and FB clusters, the samples were
suspended in 100 mM glycine buffer, pH 10.0, with 100 mM sodium
dithionite (Sigma). Unless otherwise indicated, all solutions were prepared
in an anaerobic chamber using oxygen-free distilled water, air being
substituted in a Thumberg tube by high-purity nitrogen gas (Air Products,
Allentown, PA).
Transient absorbance changesof P700 at 820 nm (AA820) were measured
from the,us to tens-of-seconds time domain using a laboratory-built
double-beam spectrometer as described previously (Vassiliev et al.,
1995a), but with some modifications. In most of the experiments, the
voltages from the measuring and reference photodiodes were directed to
the noninverting and inverting inputs of a DC-coupled differential ampli-
fier (Model 113, EG&G, Princeton, NJ) which was set to a high frequency
roll-off of either 100 kHz or 300 kHz. The difference signal was amplified
via 3P7w kDp d h
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with a Tektronix I IA52 DC-coupled plug-in and digitized with a Tektronix
Photosystem I
DSA 601 digital signal analyzer (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR). For faster
time resolution the signals from the measuring and reference photodetec-
tors were directed into a Tektronix 11A33 differential amplifier plug-in (1
MfQ impedance, 20 MHz bandwidth). Data were acquired on two different
time scales using zoom window capacities of the DSA 601. In different sets
of experiments the main sample interval was set from 100 ,As to 1 ms per
point, and the zoom window interval was set from 1 .ts to 10 ,us per point.
Each set of traces was stored in the DSA 601 memory, transferred to a
Macintosh Quadra (68040/40 MHz) computer via a National Instruments
NB-GPIB/TNT board, and saved in separate files. The AA820 values were
calculated as 0.434 X Al/I, where I is the intensity of the measurement
laser beam monitored as the output photovoltage of the detector and Al is
the light-induced change.
The flash excitation was provided by a frequency-doubled, Q-switched
DCR-1 1 Nd-YAG laser (Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA) operating
at 532 nm with the pulse FWHM of 10 ns. The flash energy (up to 150 mJ)
was controlled by varying the Q-switch delay and/or using neutral density
filters. Preillumination flashes were provided by a Model 6100E-72 Xenon
flash lamp (Photochemical Research Associates, London, ON, Canada).
The flash width at half-maximum was 10 ,ts, and flash energy was -5 mJ.
A light guide was used to direct the flash light to the side of the cuvette
opposite to that illuminated by the Nd-YAG laser. Flashes trains consisted
of successive firing spaced at 15-ms intervals, including the terminal YAG
laser flash. The saturating intensity of the flash was confirmed using
neutral density filters and monitoring the AA820 signal.
Steady-state excitation at 710 nm was provided by a TI-SPB titanium-
sapphire laser (Schwartz Electro-Optics, Orlando, FL) pumped with a
Spectra Physics Model 2020-05 argon ion laser emitting all-lines at 5 W
output power. The far-red excitation beam was passed through a fivefold
beam expander, chopped at appropriate intervals using a Uniblitz VS25
shutter (Vincent Associates, Rochester, NY) and diverted to the cuvette
with a light guide to provide incident light energy of 20 mW.
Transmembrane electric potential
Incorporation of PS I complexes and cores into proteoliposomes was
carried out at 4°C as described in Mamedov et al. (1995): soybean lecithin
(Type H-S, Sigma) was dispersed to 10 mg ml-1 in the buffer solution of
20 mM Tris, pH 8.0 with 2 mM MgCl2. The lipid solution was sonicated
in a UZDN-2T ultrasonic disintegrator in 10-s bursts (50 mA, 22 kHz) up
to an overall sonication time of 2 min under argon atmosphere. The clear
phospholipid solution was mixed with PS I complexes and sonicated for
20 s. The lipid/chlorophyll ratio was 125:1.
Measurements of transmembrane A4i generated by PS 1-containing
proteoliposomes absorbed onto the surface of asolectin-impregnated col-
lodion film were done under argon atmosphere at room temperature as
described elsewhere (Drachev et al., 1979). The proteoliposome suspension
was added to one of the two compartments of a Teflon cuvette filled with
buffer. A collodion film impregnated with a 10% (w/v) asolectin in
n-decane was used as a separator between the compartments. Association
of vesicles with the collodion film was achieved upon 1-1.5 h incubation
in the presence of 20 mM CaCl2 at room temperature. Subsequently both
compartments were washed with a 10-fold volume of the same buffer to
remove excess proteoliposomes and CaCl2. The Aqi generated across the
collodion film was measured with two light-protected Ag/AgCl electrodes
connected to an operational amplifier (Burr-Brown 3554 BM). The electric
signals were digitized with a transient recorder DL-1080 (DataLab, UK),
interfaced to an IBM-compatible computer, and stored in files. The instru-
ment time constant was 200 ns. Light flashes were provided by a fre-
quency-doubled Quantel Nd-YAG laser (wavelength, 532 nm; FWHM, 15
ns; flash energy, 40 mJ).
Kinetic analysis
The AA820 and Aql traces for each time window were averaged, where
required, and non-overlapping parts of traces corresponding to different
time domains were linked to yield an overall decay curve using Igor Pro
2.04 (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). In most instances, the total num-
ber of points was reduced to 6144 by interpolating the set of points starting
from the 2049th point to a log-distributed time scale vector. The AA820 and
Aqf kinetics were fitted using the Marquardt algorithm in Igor Pro to sum
of up to seven exponentials with a baseline with all amplitudes and rate
constants set free during the fit or to sum of three exponentials with global
lifetimes (experiment presented in Fig. 8). The results of the fit were
automatically output as the overall fit curve, individual components curves,
residuals, and values of lifetimes and amplitudes components and their
standard errors. In most cases the fit comprised a baseline component
accounting for long-term phases and/or possible drift of signal zero during
long-time scale acquisition. For more explicit presentation of the results
each individual component was plotted with a vertical offset relative to the
next component (with a longer lifetime) or to the baseline, the offset being
equal to the amplitude of the latter component. Therefore, with components
plotted on the log time scale and with an auxiliary percentage axis (with
100% equal to the overall initial amplitude) the vertical offsets between the
components should also represent the percentages of the individual com-
ponents. The quality of the fit was estimated using standard techniques
including analyses of the residuals plots and comparison of the x2 values
and standard errors of the fit parameters between different fits (not shown).
RESULTS
P700-FA/FB Complex
The initial set of studies involved the kinetics of AA820 in
various PS I preparations that contain the entire electron
transport complement from P700 to the terminal iron sulfur
clusters, FA and FB. Excitation flashes were provided at a
50-s repetitive rate at appropriate donor (reduced DCPIP)
concentrations (see below), conditions which allowed
nearly complete relaxation of the AA820 signal. Inasmuch as
the averaging was performed only after the data were down-
loaded to the computer, this protocol enabled monitoring of
the individual kinetic traces during the course of successive
excitations. The kinetics are displayed on a logarithmic
rather than on a linear time scale because this method of
presentation provides a much better visualization of the
decay times involved, even before computer-aided analysis.
To verify the validity of the multiexponential computer-
aided analysis, we have made decompositions of selected
kinetic traces with other nonlinear regression software
(PeakFit by Jandel Scientific), which gave identical results
to Igor Pro, but we found the latter more suitable in terms of
customization to our application.
AA820 decay phases in P700-FA/FB complexes
Fig. 1 A shows the AA820 kinetics from a DM-PS I complex
averaged after 12 repetitive flashes; Fig. 1 B depicts the
kinetics in the absence of exogenous electron donors. Be-
cause an artificial electron donor (such as DCPIP reduced
by sodium ascorbate) is required for complete reduction of
P700 in the dark intervals between the flashes (Ke, 1972), the
overall amplitude of AA820 is much lower in the absence of
such a donor than in its presence. As shown in Fig. 1 A, the
majority of the absorbance change in a DM-PS I complex
decays in the tens-of-ms time domain. The first kinetic trace
acquired in the 12-flash sequence was found to be very
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FIGURE 1 Kinetics of AA820 decay in DM-
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in 25 mM Tris buf
DM, at chlorophyll concentration of 30 ,ug/ml'
presence of 10 mM sodium ascorbate and 4 As
exogenous redox agents (anaerobic) and in the pri
viologen (MV, aerobic). Excitation flash (532 nn
age of 12 traces acquired at 50-s intervals. Result
fit are displayed as the fit curve, individual expo
residuals of the fit. Each individual component
offset relative to the next component (with a
baseline, the offset being equal to the amplitude
Vertical dashed bars at 250 ,is and 7 ms divide the
where back-reactions from A-, Fx, and [FA/FB]-
similar to the last (not shown). The kin
indicate that the fastest AA820 compon
solved in the DM-PS I complex has a
and is followed by another component
-150 ,us. These kinetic phases closely
ponents with half-times of 15 ,us and 1 1(
,us and 160 ,us) found for the A1 back-ri
core devoid of Fx, FB, and FA (Brettel a
The amplitude of AA820 in the tens-of
higher than that found in the previous s
complexes, where the contribution a cl
time domain (lifetime of 611 ,us) was .
siliev et al., 1995a). However, in the pr
the signal-to-noise ratio of the acqui
higher, which resulted in higher standa
Furthermore, the contribution of the fa
the overall decay depends strongly on the excitation flash
energy, and the actual energy specified in the previous paper
%Ampl.
was lower than that used in this work. As will be shown
I + DCPIP, 3c. 100 below, at high-excitation flash intensities some of the ab-
n ~ sorption change in the ,us time scale can be attributed to the
80 relaxation of a chlorophyll triplet.
79.9---------60 The next fastest component has a lifetime of -1.3 ms,
*./ - and its contribution to the overall signal is only -3.6%. As188.1 -40 elaborated below, this lifetime most likely represents two
1.9 s 20 unresolved components with individual lifetimes of 600 ,us
;:;:; - and 1.5 ms, and both likely correspond to back-transfer of
0
electrons from Fx in this preparation (Parrett et al., 1989;
102 10 10 Setif and Bottin, 1989).
The major component in the DM-PS I complex has a
lifetime of -80 ms. This kinetic component comprises 35%
of the total absorbance change in the averaged trace and
m r 96Ampi. 40% on the first flash. However, the decomposition also
100 reveals the presence of another component with a lifetime of
DM-PS + MV, 80 12 to 14 ms, which is probably too long to be derived from
aerobic the Fx and P70 charge recombination (for further evidence,
-----------:::::-t------ -607060 see below). This component, which is considerably lower in
40 its amplitude (4-5%) than the 80-ms component, was re-
0.-m-49m2 ported earlier (Vassiliev et al., 1995a). Decomposition of
O.6ms1/---- s- 20 the LA820 kinetics of the DM-PS I complex with no addi-
-----------II -0 tions (Fig. 1 B), also reveals two components with lifetimes
102 103 104 of -7 ms and 50 ms. These probably correspond to the
above-mentioned two components seen in the presence of
reduced DCPIP, thus indicating that neither is related to
-PS I preparationsfrm direct donation from an exogenous donor to P. . Upon
Ffer, pH 8.3, with 0.04% 700
1 (anaerobic). (A) in the addition of methyl viologen (in aerobic conditions), serving
LM DCPIP; (B) with no as an electron acceptor from F-/FF, P70 remains stable for
esence of 20,uM methyl up to 100 ms, and the 7-ms and 50-ms phases become
a) intensity, 53 mJ; aver- replaced by a slow nonexponential phase due to electron
s of the multiexponential
nential components, and donation from the media (Fig. 1 B).
is plotted with vertical The slowest phases that can be resolved in the DM-PS I
longer lifetime) or the complex in the presence of reduced DCPIP have lifetimes of
of the latter component. 190 ms and 1.9 s; with no additions, the slowest AA820
time scale into domains,tieserintoally domai, component has a lifetime of -480 ms and contributes aspr f e i occur.
little as 3.7% to the overall amplitude. Inasmuch as the
slower components observed are negligible in DM-PS I
ietic deconvolutions complexes in the absence of reduced DCPIP, it is likely that
lent that can be re- they result from P70 reduction due to exogenous chemi-
lifetime of -26 ,us cal(s) undergoing redox reactions. Fig. 2 shows the AA820
t with a lifetime of decay in the presence of DCPIP at concentrations ranging
correspond to com- from 4 I.M to 112 t.M at a relatively low excitation flash
) ,us (lifetimes of 22 energy (-5% of that used in the experiments described
eaction in a P700-Al above) to ensure that components in the tens-of-ms range
ind Golbeck, 1995). prevail (see below). Kinetic decompositions have revealed
-,ts time domain is that only the slowest component is sensitive to DCPIP
tudies for DM-PS I concentration; Fig. 2 (inset) shows that its lifetime decreases
omponent near this from -4 s to -200 ms. At high DCPIP concentrations this
as low as 2% (Vas- component is difficult to separate from the 80-ms compo-
revious experiments nent, resulting from F-/FF recombination with P7 . Higher
isition system was concentrations of reduced DCPIP also result in a slightly
rd errors of the fit. higher AA, most probably because of more reduction of
Lstest component to P70 between flashes. A similar analysis of the TX-PS I
.i.
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FIGURE 2 Kinetics of AA820 decay in DM-PS
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in 25 mM Tris buffer
DM, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, and DCPIP in conc
to 112 ,uM, average of 16 traces. Chlorophyll conco
Excitation flash (532 nm) energy, 2.3 mJ. DCPIP
denoted near the traces. Inset: the dependency of the
of the slowest component of AA820 on DCPIP cone
complex showed kinetics nearly identic-
DM-PS I complex (see below).
To determine whether the multiphase
heterogeneity of the DM-PS I complex as
isolation procedure, we studied the AA8
thylakoid membranes, which serve as the
for the isolation of the PS I complexes. TI
the back-reaction kinetics in the presence
was very similar to that of the DM-PS I
S/N was considerably lower because of th
properties of the sample. As shown in Fi
and relative amplitudes of the major c(
isolated thylakoids are close to correspon'
DM-PS I complex under similar experir
0.11
4
16
40
112
However, at identical flash intensities the contribution of
fast (,us to ms) phases (which are related to 3Chl, as will be
shown below) is considerably lower than in the DM-PS I
complex at equal chlorophyll concentrations. This may be
either due to the attenuation of the excitation flash energy in
the scattering thylakoid suspension or to difference of en-
ergy dissipation processes in isolated and membrane-asso-
ciated complexes.
Photoelectric decay phases in DM-PS I complexes
72 For further evidence of the intrinsic nature of back-reaction
""'--'"""'' '"""'' kinetics in the tens-of-ms time domain we measured the
102 103 104 decay of the photoinduced Ai across a membrane reconsti-
tuted with directionally oriented DM-PS I complexes. The
3 I preparations from conditions of the experiment were similar to the optical
r, pH 8.3, with 0.04% measurements: excitation was provided at the same wave-
,entrations from 4 j±M length, duration, and similar energy (532 nm, 15 ns, 40 mJ).
entration, 50 j.g ml'. The concentrations of external electron donors (DCPIP,
concentration (.LM) is sodium ascorbate) were identical, but the pH was 10.0
amplitude and lifetime
centration. rather than 8.3. Subsequent optical experiments showed that
the AA820 kinetics were the same at both pH values (not
shown).
al to those of the Consistent with previous results on PS I in Anacystis
nidulans (Mamedov et al., 1995), flash excitation leads to
lecay results from generation of a membrane potential with negative polarity
a byproduct of the inside the proteoliposome at times faster than the time
20 kinetics in the resolution of the instrument (200 ns). As shown in Fig. 4,
e starting material the kinetics of the Atp decay of DM-PS I complexes mea-
ie overall shape of sured in the presence of reduced DCPIP show two major
of reduced DCPIP decay components in the tens-of-ms time domain with life-
complex, but the times of 13 and 81 ms, with relative amplitudes (9% and
e highly scattering 27%), which are similar to the major components of the
ig. 3, the lifetimes A820 decay (Fig. 1 A). Hence, these kinetic phases are
omponents in the assigned to [FA/FB]- back-reaction, thus confirming the
diniz values for the biphasic nature of the P70 [FA/FB]- charge recombination
nental conditions.
i1l. I iLL ,I. A,jI L .]L,. l.U1 i IA11 3 sL4. I1. L
.1
~~~~~~~~~336us M
10-3 10-2 10l 10° 10 102 103 104
Time, ms
FIGURE 3 Kinetics of AA820 decay in thylakoid membranes from Syn-
echocystis sp. PCC 6803 in 25 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.3, with 0.04% DM,
10 mM sodium ascorbate, and 4 ,LM DCPIP at chlorophyll concentration
of 30 ,ug ml-'; average of 12 traces. Excitation flash energy, 53 mJ.
L ------ ----o---------------& - ---3 - -10.*. *
..".1 1 2-I 34
10-3 1o02 10 1 10 2 103 104
Time, ms
FIGURE 4 Decay kinetics of the flash-induced photoelectric response
(Aqj) of the proteoliposomes with DM-PS I complex from Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803; a single flash acquisition. Excitation flash energy, 40 mJ.
The reaction medium is: 200 mM glycine buffer, pH 10, with 10 mM
sodium ascorbate and 4 ,AM DCPIP. Chlorophyll concentration, 1.8 ,ug
ml-'.
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using two independent experimental techniques. The slower
component has a lifetime of -413 ms and contributes
-23% to the overall decay. The faster phases resolved in
this preparation have lifetimes of --14 ,us, 101 As, and 1.1
ms; they make up, respectively, 25%, 7.9%, and 4% of the
overall signal. Unlike the AA820 kinetics, 3Chl decay should
not lead to a photovoltage because no vectoral charge sep-
aration or recombination event is involved. Because de-
creasing the excitation energy down to 1 mJ resulted in
about the same extent of decrease of the amplitudes of the
relevant components, including the 14-As phase, and as it is
not observed in the case of liposomes with no PS I com-
plexes incorporated, this phase is related to real processes in
the PS I complex and not to some electric artifact. However,
it is conceivable that some PS I complexes incorporated into
membrane could have lost the Fx cluster during sonication,
which should lead to 14-,us back-reaction from A-. Also, if
the distance between P700 and the terminal electron acceptor
was increased due to conformational changes in the PS I
complex accompanying forward electron transfer, then elec-
trostriction of the complex manifest as another decay phase
could take place within times shorter than the back-reaction.
It should be noted that an electrogenic response of about
the same magnitude can be measured in the PS I complex
even in the absence of exogenous electron donors (Semenov
et al., manuscript in preparation), a result consistent with an
observation by Sigfridsson et al. (1995). This implies that
P700 iS present in the reduced state upon incorporation of PS
I complex into liposomes. The lifetimes and amplitudes of
components resolved in these conditions were essentially
the same; however, the slowest phase (lifetime of 413 ms)
which might be attributed to the passive discharge across
the membrane, was not detected in the absence of an exog-
enous electron donor.
Flash saturation dependency of AAm kinetics
Inasmuch as the quantum yield of charge separation is 1.0
in PS I, the terminal electron acceptors FA and FB should be
efficiently photoreduced in the PS I complex and there
should be no evidence for back-reactions from earlier ac-
ceptors. Therefore, appearance of ,us phases can be related
to either the AT back-reaction in the fraction of damaged
centers, which do not reduce Fx and/or FA/FB, or to the
decay of the 3Chl, which takes place in the As-to-ms time
scale (S6tif et al., 1981). Regarding 3Chl we suggest two
possibilities: a) a 3P700 formed in a recombination reaction
of P70 with a photoreduced acceptor of PS I, and b) a PS I
antenna 3Chl formed upon flash excitation as a result of
deactivation of SI-state Chl molecules incapable of energy
transfer to the reaction center (because the latter is in the
closed state). The second mechanism is quite feasible, and
perhaps likely, given the nonspecific excitation of antenna
chlorophyll molecules with a Nd-YAG laser flash at 532 nm
(Nuijs et al., 1986; Shuvalov et al., 1986).
We monitored the AA820 kinetics in DM-PS I complexes
at different levels of excitation flash energies to investigate
whether the faster kinetic phases appear at all energies. Fig.
5 A shows the traces acquired without a 300-kHz high-
frequency roll-off filter at different excitation flash intensi-
ties in a DM-PS I complex in the presence of reduced
DCPIP. With the data acquisition setup used in this exper-
iment no strict discrimination between components decay-
ing slower than tens-of-ms were made by the fitting pro-
gram, and they appear as a single component with a lifetime
of 115-120 ms and a baseline. We assume that the compo-
nents with lifetimes of -10-20 ms and 80-100 ms (FA/FF
back-reaction) and slower (P%0 reduction from slow exo-
genic donors) represent the decay of a DM-PS I complex
with normally functioning terminal acceptors because these
phases are eliminated upon physical removal of PsaC or
upon chemical reduction of FA/FB. Thus, we have analyzed
the flash energy dependency of the sum of amplitudes of
these components rather than their individual amplitudes.
Taking into consideration that the components with ms- and
sub-ms lifetimes (i.e., those related to Fx back-reaction) are
of low amplitude and sometimes not well resolved in the
isolated DM-PS I complexes (yielding just one component
with lifetime -1Ims) we plotted the flash energy depen-
dence of the sum of these two components. As seen from
Fig. 5 C, the kinetics in tens-of-ms time domain becomes
completely saturated at flash intensities of 10 mJ, and there
are almost no ,s-to-ms kinetics at lower flash levels. The
fastest components with lifetimes of -10 ,us and 100 lus
appear only at flash intensities >10 mJ, and their flash
intensity dependency is uniquely different from that of the
other components. The ms-component was resolved at all
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FIGURE 5 (A) Kinetics of AA820 decay in DM-PS I preparations from
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 with (doued traces) and without (solid line
traces) background illumination at 710 nm. Laser flash excitation was
provided at different energy values, which are denoted (in mJ) near the
traces. (B) Steady-state kinetics of AA820- (C) The dependency of ampli-
tudes of AA820 decay on the excitation flash energy (the overall amplitude
of components with lifetimes >7 ms is scaled by multiplying by a factor
of 0.5). Samples were suspended in 25 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.3, with 0.04%
DM, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, and 4 AM DCPIP at chlorophyll concen-
tration of 50 Ag ml-'.
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flash energies used in this experiment; however, its contri-
bution at high energies is lower than for the ps-components.
One way to discriminate between the fast components
arising from the back-reactions and those related to 3Chl is
to compare the levels of flash-induced P700 photoreduction
with steady-state levels attained at more selective excitation
of P700 in the far-red. We have monitored the AA820 decay
kinetics at a highest-time resolution at two flash energy
levels (16 mJ and 150 mJ), both with and without a satu-
rating background illumination. As seen from Fig. 5, A and
B, the steady-state absorbance change attained using con-
tinuous far-red light (710 nm) is close to the plateau of the
flash-induced signal at 16 mJ energy, which is dominated by
tens-of-ms components. Applying 16-mJ energy flashes to
the DM-PS I with simultaneous background illumination
leads to only a minor absorbance increase relative to the
background-light-induced level. At 150-mJ flash excitation
with background illumination, however, there is a fast
AA820 decay occurring in the ,us-to-ms time domain, which
indicates the participation of 3Chl in the decay kinetics.
AA820 kinetics in FB-less TX-PS I complexes
The kinetics of AA820 were next determined in TX-PS I
preparations in which electron transport involves iron-sulfur
cluster FA but not FB. We measured the AA820 decay in the
,us-to-s time domain in the TX-PS I complex after the FB
cluster was selectively destroyed by HgCl2 (Kojima et al.,
1987). To confirm the EPR evidence (Jung et al., 1995) for
the destruction of the FB cluster, we characterized this very
same sample using a standard multiple-flash protocol de-
scribed elsewhere (Bottin et al., 1987; Sauer et al., 1978) at
room temperature in the presence of a fast donor to P7
(reduced PMS) at pH 6.5 in aerobic conditions. In the
untreated PS I complex, reduction of P7 by reduced PMS
overrides the faster reaction(s) involving FX and/or AT only
before the second flash, when the electrons are stabilized on
both FA and FB. After photoreduction of FA and FB the
faster back-reactions from FX and A- with lifetimes shorter
than 1 ms become dominant. Therefore, the kinetics for the
second flash are similar to those for the first and the kinetics
for the fourth flash are close to the third (see below). In the
FB-less sample a 3-ms component due to electron donation
from reduced PMS to P7 was detected only after the first
flash, which indicates that only one of the two terminal
clusters is available for photoreduction (data not shown; see
Yu et al., 1996; also Sakurai et al., 1991).
The AA820 kinetics of the HgCl2-treated sample mea-
sured in the presence of reduced DCPIP retain all major
decay components observed in the TX-PS I control sample,
with relatively consistent lifetimes (Fig. 6). However, the
sample shows an increase in the amplitudes of the faster
components with lifetimes of 29 ,us, 269 ,ts, and 1.4 ms at
the expense of the slower components. Also, the compo-
nents assigned to the back-reactions of FA and/or FB are
significantly faster (11 ms vs. 16.6 ms and 38 ms vs. 65 ms)
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FIGURE 6 Kinetics of AA820 decay in untreated (A) and HgCl2-treated
(B) TX-PS I complexes from Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301 in 25 mM Tris
buffer, pH 8.3, with 0.04% Triton X-100, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, and 4
,uM DCPIP at chlorophyll concentration of 30 ,tg ml-1; average of 12
traces. Excitation flash energy, 53 mJ.
than in the TX-PS I control. Comparison of the decompo-
sition amplitudes and kinetics of the control and HgCl2-
treated samples of this batch and other batches (not shown)
in the 10-200 ms time domain does not reveal any prefer-
ential changes of a particular component's parameters,
which would allow one to implicate a specific kinetic phase
to the destroyed FB.
PS I complexes with reduced FA and FB clusters
and P700-Fx cores
AA820 decay phases
We next studied the kinetics of AA820 in PS I preparations
in which electron transport terminates at iron sulfur cluster
FX. Its recombination with P700 becomes the dominant
back-reaction pathway when the PS I complex is physically
devoid of the PsaC protein or when FA and FB are chemi-
cally reduced. We compared the AA820 kinetics in three
preparations: a) a DM-PS I complex with FA and FB clusters
reduced by sodium dithionite in darkness at pH 10.0; b) a
DM-PS I complex with FA and FB clusters photoreduced by
two preilluminating flashes in the presence of PMS and
-i
A
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sodium dithionite in at pH 6.3; and c) a P70o-Fx core
isolated from a DM-PS I complex by urea treatment.
Sauer and colleagues (1977) showed that in the presence
of dithionite a back-reaction of an acceptor preceding FA
and FB gives rise to a 250-,us component now recognized as
the back-reaction from Fx. Setif and Bottin (1989) observed
much faster kinetics upon strong continuous illumination in
the presence of dithionite, conditions under which the dou-
ble reduction of AI as well as the photoreduction of Fx has
been shown to occur. After trial experiments with different
dithionite concentrations we used a concentration of 100
mM at pH 10.0, which is sufficient to remove >90% of the
tens-of-ms component(s) (Fig. 7). Comparing the single
flash-induced trace with that resulting from eight averages,
we found virtually no change in AA820 kinetics in the course
of consecutive excitations at 50-s intervals (not shown). The
multiexponential fit of kinetics acquired at saturating flash
energy (16 mJ) yields the major component with a lifetime
of 448 ,us (56%) which is assigned to the Fx back-reaction.
This component is followed by a minor 1.5-ms component
(-10%) and is preceded by components with a lifetime of
150 3
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FIGURE 7 (A) Kinetics of AA820 decay in DM-PS I F
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in 100 mM glycine buffer, pH
DM and 100 mM sodium dithionite at chlorophyll concen
ml- '; average of 16 traces. Laser flash excitation was prov
energy values, which are denoted (in mJ) near the traces.
nential fit of the kinetics measured at 16 mJ excitation. (C)
of amplitudes of AA820 decay on the excitation flash ene
8 p,s (30%). To investigate the relevance of the latter
component to decay of the 3Chl, we monitored the AA820
kinetics at different excitation flash energies (Fig. 7 A). As
seen from the decomposition results (Fig. 7 C), increase of
the flash energy >4 mJ gives a strong rise to the contribu-
tion of this component. At highest flash energies tested (53
mJ and 150 mJ) another component with a lifetime of
50-80 ,us is revealed in the decomposition.
The kinetics of the DM-PS I complex with FA and FB
clusters photoreduced by two preilluminating flashes in the
presence of PMS and sodium dithionite at pH 6.3 are
essentially the same as those of a complex with chemically
prereduced clusters. Fig. 8 A shows the traces acquired in
these conditions with a total of one, two, three, and four
flashes in a sequence. The results of a global 3-exponential
fit of the data set are shown in Fig. 8 A (flash #1 only) and
Fig. 8 B (flash #3). As seen from comparing these two
decomposition sets, preillumination with two flashes leads
to significant elimination of the 2.63-ms component, which
u i
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103 1 04 FIGURE 8 Kinetics of AA820 decay in DM-PS I complex from Synecho-
cystis sp. PCC 6803 at chlorophyll concentration of 50 ,tg ml-' upon
excitation Nd-YAG laser flash (16 mJ) preceded with Xenon lamp flashes
)reparation from (see Materials and Methods). (A) Kinetics with a total of 1-4 flashes (the
I 10, with 0.04% numbers of flashes are indicated near the curves), and multiexponential fit
itration of 50 ,ug of the kinetics with no preilluminating flashes. (B) Multiexponential fit of
vided at different the kinetics with flashes. The reaction media (aerobic) is: 25 mM MES
(B) Multiexpo- buffer, pH 6.3, with 0.02% Triton ,B-DM, 10 ,uM PMS, and 2 mM sodium
The dependency dithionite. The samples were dark-adapted for 4 min after addition of
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FIGURE 9 Kinetics of AA820 decay in P700-Fx core preparation from
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in 25 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.3, with 0.04%
DM, at chlorophyll concentration of 50 ,ug ml- 'in the presence of 10 mM
sodium ascorbate and 4 ,uM DCPIP. The traces were obtained at flash
excitation energies of 16 mJ and 150 mJ; the multiexponential fit results
are presented for 16 mJ only.
results from electron donation from reduced PMS to P+70.
The major component on the third flash has a lifetime of
399 ,us, and it makes up >60% of the overall AA820. (Fig.
8 B). Because the PMS-component of AA820 is still present,
however, with two preilluminating flashes (2.63 ms,
-20%), it is most likely that this exogenous electron donor
overrides reduction of P70 from Fx in a certain fraction of
centers. Therefore, the component with a close lifetime of
- 1.5 ms observed upon chemical reduction of the terminal
iron-sulfur clusters (Fig. 7 A) is overridden by the forward
donation from reduced PMS. A ,us-time scale component
can be also resolved both with and without preilluminating
flashes. It has a lifetime of 10 ,us and contributes -10%
with no preilluminating flashes, and -15% with two preil-
luminating flashes (Fig. 8 A and B).
The multiexponential decomposition analysis of AA820
kinetics of an urea-prepared P70o-Fx core is shown in (Fig.
9). At 16 mJ excitation flash energy the AA820 decay has the
major component with a lifetime of 1.4 ms (-50%), which
is attributed to the back-reaction of Fx with P+0. The
contributions of faster components with lifetimes of 20 ,us
and 268 ,us are each -10%. The contribution of compo-
nents in the tens-of-,us time domain is selectively increased
at higher flash energies (compare with trace at 150 mJ, Fig.
9). Slower decay components with lifetimes of 7.6 ms and
112 ms make up, along with the baseline, -30% of the total
absorption change. These components obviously corre-
spond to a fraction of centers still possessing the PsaC
protein.
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FIGURE 10 Decay kinetics of the flash-induced photoelectric response
(Aqi) of the proteoliposomes with P700-Fx complex from Synechococcus
sp. PCC 6301 in 200 mM glycine buffer, pH 10, with 10 mM sodium
ascorbate and 4 ,uM DCPIP (A) and proteoliposomes with DM-PS I
complex from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in 200 mM glycine buffer, pH
10, with 100 mM sodium dithionite (B). Chlorophyll concentration, 1.8 jig
ml-', excitation flash energy, 40 mJ.
there are three resolved phases with lifetimes of 15 ,us, 261
,us, and 1.4 ms (Fig. 10 A) The lifetimes of the photoelectric
decay measured in DM-PS I in the presence of dithionite are
very close to those measured optically at AA820 (Fig. 10 B),
with the 1-ms component being the prominent kinetic phase
(-38%). The differences in the amplitudes relative to the
amplitudes of the AA820 decay may be explained by rele-
vance of the photovoltage amplitudes to dielectrically
weighed, rather than physical, distances between the elec-
tron transport chain components (Leibl et al., 1995). The
presence of -30% of fast phase with a lifetime of -15 ,us
can be explained, as in the case of the integral complex (see
above), by lack of photochemically active Fx in a fraction of
centers and/or the electrostriction effect.
Photoelectric decay phases
The photoelectric decay kinetics of the P700-Fx core isolated
from the TX-PS I complex are similar to the above-men-
tioned AA820 kinetics of the P70o-Fx core from DM-PS I;
AA820 decay phases in P700-A1 cores
To verify the assignments of the /A820 phases made in the
P70o-Fx cores we used the same experimental setup to
measure the decay kinetics in a P700-A, core devoid of the
FX, FA, and FB clusters. We have found the AA820 kinetics
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of this preparation to be strongly dependent on the presence
of oxygen (not shown): in anaerobic conditions the kinetics
comprised a considerable amount of a component decaying
with a lifetime of -600 As, but subsequent air saturation of
the same sample resulted in dramatically faster kinetics. On
the other hand, this oxygen effect was much less pro-
nounced in a P700-Fx core, and mostly occurred in the time
domain up to 50 ,As; on a longer time scale the kinetics of
the aerobic and anaerobic samples were similar. This effect
may be rationalized by assuming that destruction of the
interpolypeptide Fx cluster changes the interaction of chlo-
rophyll molecules within the PsaA/PsaB heterodimer in a
manner that increases the yield and the lifetimes of 3Chl
states in the absence of oxygen. The latter acts as a quencher
of 3Chl (Mathis and Setif, 1981).
Because the decay of 3Chl and recombination of the
P7J A1 pair take place in the same time domain, it is
particularly important to separate these two processes. Fig.
11 A shows the AA820 kinetics measured at different exci-
tation flash energies. Unlike the case of a DM-PS I complex
(Figs. 5 and 7) or a P700-Fx core (Fig. 9), there is no obvious
saturation of a particular component seen in the case of a
P700-Al core. Moreover, the approach used to determine the
amount of photoxidized P+ upon steady-state excitation at
710 nm used for the DM-PS I complex (Fig. 5) cannot be
applied in the case of a P70-Aj core, as the AA820 steady-
state signal is not saturated at available excitation energies
of 20 mW from the titanium-sapphire laser. We attempted to
reach the maximum oxidation of P700 by applying the
steady-state illumination in the presence of ferricyanide at
pH 6.3, and monitor the 3Chl decay at different excitation
flash energies from the Nd-YAG laser. As seen from Fig. 11
A, a strong 1XA820 signal can be measured in these condi-
tions at 150 mJ flash energy (upper dashed trace), but the
AA820 appearing at 3 mJ (bottom dashed trace) is relatively
weak in comparison with the one monitored at 3 mJ flash
energy in reducing conditions (solid line). We have made a
muliexponential fit of this weak 3Chl-decay signal and
subtracted it from the reducing-conditions kinetics. The fit
of the resulting trace shown in Fig. 11 B yields two com-
ponents with lifetimes of 11 ,us and 132 ,us at amplitude
ratio 2.67, values that correspond to those reported in the
previous study on the P700-A1 preparation (Brettel and Gol-
beck, 1995). The remaining 16% of the decay signal am-
plitude is approximated by a baseline, accounting for slower
components. The analysis of the original decay kinetics at 3
mJ without subtraction of the 3Chl signal yielded similar
results, with a slightly higher contribution of the fast com-
ponent (not shown).
DISCUSSION
Our studies of the kinetics of AA820 and Ali can be cate-
gorized in two discrete classes: PS I complex-type (isolated
thylakoids, DM-PS I complex, and TX-PS I complex), with
most of the decay occurring in the tens-of-ms time domain,
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FIGURE 11 (A) Kinetics of AA820 decay in P700-Fx and P70-Al core
preparations from Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301 in 25 mM Tris buffer, pH
8.3 (aerobic) with 0.04% DM, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, and 4 ,uM DCPIP
at chlorophyll concentration of 50 ,ug ml-'; average of 40 traces (no
300-kHz roll-off filter). Laser flash excitation was provided at different
energy values, which are denoted (in mJ) near the traces. Dashed lines
denote traces measured in the presence of 40 mM ferricyanide at pH 6.3
and background illumination. (B) multiexponential analysis of kinetics of
AA820 decay in P700-A1 core preparation at excitation flash energy of 3 mJ,
with prior subtraction of the multiexponential fit of the signal monitored at
this flash intensity in the presence of ferricyanide at pH 6.3 and background
illumination. Note that the span of the time scale in this figure differs from
the others.
and PS I core-type (P700-Fx core, PS I complexes with
chemically reduced FA/FB, and P700-A1 core) with most of
the decay occurring in the ,us-to-ms time domain (see sum-
mary in Table 1). Using values obtained from studies of
biochemically resolved preparations with known function-
ing electron acceptors, any decrease in the forward electron
transfer efficiency in PS I preparations should lead to ki-
netics which can then be decomposed and assigned to the
appropriate electron acceptor(s). A discussion of the iden-
tification of a kinetic lifetime with a given electron transfer
component follows.
Back-reactions of FA and FB
A detailed analysis of the /A820 kinetics showed that re-
combination of [FA/FB] - with P70 occurs as two exponen-
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TABLE I Assignments of kinetic components of P,OO
reduction in different PS I preparations. The table represents
the values derived in typical AAem measurements. The values
may vary slightly depending on the type of preparation and/or
for electric potential kinetics (see text for details). The 3Chi
decay data are also included for comparison
Major component(s),
lifetime(s), and ratio of Sample and conditions for
Mechanism amplitudes monitoring
P700 [FA/FB] 10 ms; 80 ms (1:4) Integral PS I complex in the
recombination presence of reduced
DCPIP at pH 8.3
P700 FX 450 ,us; 1.5 ms (5:1) Integral PS I with FA and
recombination FB reduced by dithionite
at pH 10, or
preillumination with two
flashes in the presence of
reduced PMS at pH 6.3
270 ,us; 1.5 ms (1:5) P70o-F. core in the presence
of reduced DCPIP at pH
8.3
P700 Al 10 ,us; 130 ,us (2.7:1) P700-A1 core in the presence
recombination of reduced DCPIP at pH
8.3 in aerobic conditions
Direct donation to 200 ms; 2 s (ca. 1:1) Integral PS I complex in the
P700 from presence of reduced
reduced DCPIP DCPIP at pH 8.3
(4 ALM)
Direct donation to 2.6 ms Integral PS I complex in the
P700 from presence of reduced PMS
reduced PMS at pH 6.3
(10 j.M)
Antenna 3Chl 10 ,us In all above preparations at
decay oversaturating excitation
flash energies (>20 mJ)
tial components with lifetimes of 10-20 ms (the minor
kinetic phase) and 80-100 ms (the major kinetic phase).
Inasmuch as the two components were resolved in isolated
thylakoids, in DM-PS I complexes from Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803 irrespective of reduced DCPIP, and in TX-PS I
complexes from Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301, the presence
of these two phases is not related to an artifact arising from
the isolation procedure. Previous analysis of the AA820
kinetics in Triton X-100-isolated PS I complexes showed
that the major contribution was derived from a component
with a half-time of -30 ms (lifetime, -48 ms), which was
subsequently assigned to the recombination of FA and/or FB
with P70 (Sauer et al., 1978). This is faster than the value
of 80 ms in the present work, leading us to suggest that the
component with a previously reported half-time of 30 ms is
probably an unresolved mixture of the 12-ms and 80-ms
components.
The kinetics on each excitation flash are essentially the
same, which indicates that the multiphase pattern of the
averaged kinetics is not an artificial overlapping of traces
differing in their individual kinetics. An analysis of relax-
ation kinetics of the photoinduced A4i in DM-PS I com-
plexes incorporated into a phospholipid bilayer membrane
serves as further evidence for the intrinsic biexponential
kinetics of the recombination reaction between [FA/FB]-
and P700
However, the 10- to 20-ms and 80- to 100-ms compo-
nents cannot be assigned uniquely to the individual accep-
tors FA and FB because these two decay components are
also present in a HgCl2-treated complex that lacks FB. The
15 K EPR spectrum of this particular sample shows no more
than 5% of the control amount of photoactive FB, whereas
photoreduction of FA is unaffected at low temperature (Jung
et al., 1995). The overall amplitude of these two above-
mentioned AA820 components in the HgCl2-treated sample
is decreased at the expense of faster components derived
from FX (1.4-ms and, most likely, 269-ms components) and
Al (contribution to the 29-ms component). Whereas a
higher yield of back-reaction from FX- to P7O should indi-
cate a decreased quantum efficiency of photoreduction of
FA in the absence of FB, the increase of the amplitudes in the
29-,us component is probably a side effect of HgCl2 treat-
ment on FX in a minority of centers, which could not be
precisely quantitated by EPR (Jung et al., 1995). Hence, if
electron transfer is serial through the terminal acceptors,
then these results suggest that FB plays a hitherto-undis-
closed role in maintaining a high efficiency of forward
electron transfer beyond AI and FX through FA to ferredoxin
(or flavodoxin) in PS I. Alternatively, if electron transfer is
parallel, then the loss of amplitude represents that portion of
electron transfer through the FB that is lost.
Given the relatively similar reduction potentials for FA
(-530 mV) and FB(-580 mV) and the finding that FA can
be photoreduced at low temperatures in the absence of FB,
we suggest that either a) recombination of both FA and FB-
with P700 results in the biphasic kinetics with lifetimes of
-10 and 80 ms, b) only FA can reduce P+ in a back-
reaction, or c) rapid electron equilibration between FA and
FB eliminates the distinction between the two electron ac-
ceptors in terms of individual contribution to the kinetics.
The presence of these two decay components could be
explained by the presence of different conformational states
in the PS I complex. Multiphase exponential kinetics were
observed previously for back-reactions of primary quinone,
QA' in Photosystem II (Gerken et al., 1989) and both pri-
mary and secondary quinones (QA and QB) in reaction
centers of Rhodopseudomonas viridis (Gao et al., 1991;
Baciou and Sebban, 1995). In all instances, it was suggested
that deviation from monoexponential kinetics resulted from
distribution of different structural states of the reaction
center protein(s). Based on studies of the pH dependencies
in the bacterial preparations (Gao et al., 1991) the biexpo-
nential pattern was attributed to the existence of two reac-
tion center conformers differing in their protonation states.
However, at least in the case of DM-PS I complex from
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, our analysis of pH dependen-
cies of the AA820 decay kinetics in the range from pH 4.5 to
pH 10 did not reveal any significant differences in the
parameters of the components relevant to the Fx and FA/FB
back-reactions (data not shown).
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In both PS I complexes and thylakoid membranes the
major phases arising from back-reactions of [FA/FB]- to
P7 are followed by one or two slower kinetic phases. The
components decaying on the hundreds-of-ms to seconds
time scale are usually attributed to the reduction of P700
from exogenous components of the media (Luneberg et al.,
1994; Sigfridsson et al., 1995). The phase with a lifetime of
-2-4 s represents direct donation from reduced DCPIP to
P700,as follows from the dependence of its lifetime and
amplitude on DCPIP concentration. This component usually
makes up from 10 to 20% of the total AA820 amplitude. A
component with a lifetime varying from 200 to 400 ms
could be resolved in the isolated complex, but in thylakoid
membranes this phase could not be observed, and only three
components (with lifetimes of -10-20 ms, 80-120 ms, and
2-4 s) were resolved in the ms-to-s time domain. The
relative contribution of the 200- to 400-ms component was
highly variable from sample to sample, but given that it is
almost not present in both electrogenic and optical measure-
ments without reduced DCPIP, it is most likely that this
phase, along with the 2- to 4-s phase, represents direct
donation to P7 from this external donor.
Back-reactions of Fx and A1
The tens-of-ms components arising due to FA and FB back-
reactions and P7 reduction from slow exogenous donors
are eliminated if the PsaC protein is missing due to chao-
trope treatment, or if the FA and FB clusters are chemically
or photochemically reduced. The contribution of these com-
ponents is also decreased in mutants with ligand substitu-
tions at the FA and FB sites (Yu et al., 1996). Thus, the sum
of amplitudes of kinetic phases with lifetimes >7- 10 ms can
be used as a robust estimate of the efficiency of electron
transfer to terminal iron-sulfur clusters. In above cases, the
AA820 decays essentially on a milliseconds time scale. Sum-
marizing the AA820 and electric potential decay data ac-
quired in the above conditions and taking into account the
results of this and previous work (Brettel and Golbeck,
1995) that the AA820 decay in the P700-A1 core occurs with
lifetimes of -10 ,us and 100 ,us, we can assign slower
components arising in these conditions to back-reaction
between Fx and P7.
In the case of a PS I complex with chemically or photo-
chemically reduced terminal iron-sulfur clusters, the AA820
component with a lifetime of -400-450 ,us (>50% contri-
bution) can be definitely ascribed to the back-reaction be-
tween Fx and P70. In PS I complex with chemically re-
duced terminal clusters there is also a slower component
(1.5 ms), which makes up -15% of the total amplitude; in
the experiment with photochemical reduction of FA and FBI
this component is obviously overlapped by the phase arising
from direct electron donation from PMS-H2 in a fraction of
centers (a 2.63-ms component, 20% of amplitude). There is
also a component with a lifetime of -8-10 ,us present in
kinetics are more complex due to the obvious heterogeneity
of the sample. However, if we exclude the 7.6-ms and
112-ms components (plus baseline) accounting for a frac-
tion still possessing the PsaC protein, then the remaining
kinetics should consist of the major 1.4-ms phase (72%) and
two minor phases with lifetimes of 20 ,us and 268 ,us (10%
each).
It should be noted that in the three cases above a fast
component with a lifetime of -10-20 ,us exists. If we rule
out the participation of 3Chl at low flash excitation energies,
then the appearance of this component should be related to
a back-reaction in the PS I reaction center. We consider two
possible mechanisms for this back-reaction: a) electron
transfer from Fx via A1 to P7+, occurring due to redox
equilibrium between A, and Fx (Setif and Brettel, 1993), or
b) recombination between P+ and A, in a fraction of
centers with blocked electron transfer to Fx. Regarding the
first possibility, the single electron transfer in the P700-Fx
core can be modeled by a scheme analyzed previously for
bacterial reaction centers containing photoactive primary
and secondary quinone acceptors in the absence of fast
donation to the pigment (Rubin and Shinkarev, 1984;
Shinkarev and Wraight, 1993). This model should be valid
in the case of an isolated P70o-Fx core in the presence of
reduced DCPIP, which donates electrons to P+ 103 times
slower than F-:
kPA kAX
P7OOA?F° k P%7oA Px P%7CAOFk7
AP
I
XA
I
kXP
where 0 stands for oxidized and 1 for reduced electron
carrier. This model accounts for two possible routes of
electron transfer from F_, potentially yielding two expo-
nential components of P+ decay determined in the exper-
iment: a) direct recombination with P+ (rate constant kxp)
and b) return of electron to Al (rate constant kAx) with
subsequent recombination of the P7+%JAj pair (rate constant
kPA).
Taking into account that the rate constant k, of the main
(slower) component of AA820 decay is at least an order of
magnitude lower than both kAp and rate constant of the fast
component (kf, which is higher than kPA), the contribution
of the fast component can be calculated according to Rubin
and Shinkarev (1984), as follows:
kAp- ks kAP kAp
kf-k,s kf kAX +kXA +kAP +kXP
The rate constants kAp (104-105 s-1) and kxp (103 s-1) are
much lower than kAx (_ 107 s-1). According to Setif and
Brettel (1993) kXA can be comparable to kAx due to redox
equilibrium between Al and Fx. Hence, the contribution of
the fast component in the case of the isolated P7O-Fx core
should not be higher than 0.1-1%, which is much lower than
seen in the experiment (-10%). Therefore, an alternative
both conditions (see below). In isolated P700-Fx cores, the
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explanation that assumes lack of electron transfer to Fx in a
Photosystem
fraction of center is more likely. This may have different
mechanisms in different cases.
a) The Fx cluster is missing. Rodday et al. (1995) have
recently observed three components with half-times of 100
,us (63%), 1.2 ms (18%), and 30 ms (19%) in F700-Fx cores
isolated by urea treatment of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
TX-PS I complexes. The 100-,s component was ascribed to
the back-reaction from A1, and because further incubation
of the sample with iron and sulfur in the presence of
,B-mercaptoethanol led to a decrease of the amplitude of the
100-,us component, it was suggested that some Fx was lost
during the isolation procedure. In our P700-Fx cores the
contribution of the two fast components (20 ,us and 268 j,s)
is <20% at saturating flash energies. However, these com-
ponents are still present in P700-Fx cores at under-saturating
flash energies (Fig. 7), which do not induce any tens-of-
milliseconds AA820 in DM-PS I complex (Fig. 5). This
excludes the possibility of Fx initially missing in a subpopu-
lation of the integral PS I complexes. On the other hand, the
contribution of components decaying on tens-of-microsec-
onds time scale found in this study is higher (-30%) than in
the work of Rodday et al. (1995). This implies that treat-
ment of the samples with urea leading to a more complete
dissociation of the PsaC protein may also result in partial
dissociation of the Fx cluster, which is manifest by the
displacement of the 1.4-ms component with faster phases.
b) Partial reduction of Fx cluster. A 10-,us component
appears at moderate flash intensities even in the presence of
as low as 2 mM dithionite added in the dark at pH 6.3 (mild
reducing conditions used for consecutive photoreduction of
FA and FB). At more reducing conditions (dithionite at pH
10) the contribution of this component is higher, which is
consistent with previous findings of Setif and Bottin (1989),
indicating partial reduction of the FX cluster in similar
conditions.
c) Low quantum efficiency or blockage ofelectron trans-
fer to Fx in a fraction of centers. The P70 Al recombina-
tion was observed at cryogenic temperatures in higher plant
PS I complexes in the presence of prereduced FA and FB
but oxidized FX (Brettel et al., 1986). It was suggested
recently that blockage of electron transfer to Fx in a fraction
of isolated trimeric PS I complexes occurs at temperatures
<200 K due to existence of PS I complexes frozen in
different conformations (Schlodder et al., 1995). At room
temperature, however, the electron transfer to the iron-
sulfur clusters was found almost 100% efficient, as in our
experiments with similar preparations (this work). It is
possible, therefore, that removal of PsaC protein changes
the ratio between these conformations in a way that a
fraction becomes incapable of Fx photoreduction at room
temperature. Another example of a decreased capacity of
electron transfer through Fx cluster is represented by
C565SPsaB and C556SPSaB mutants, which provide one ox-
ygen ligand to the [4Fe-4S] cluster (Vassiliev et al., 1995a).
In these mutants the contribution of components arising
both from Fx and A- is considerably increased, even at
al., 1995b), which is low enough to prevent formation of
3Chl even in the P700-Al core. Therefore, some biochemical
modification of the FX cluster microenvironment during the
isolation of P700-Fx core from the wild-type material can
possibly also lead to an increase of the A1 back-reaction
contribution.
The assignments made in a number of previous studies
regarding the origin of the components decaying in the
hundreds-of-p,s time domain have been controversial. In
this work, we have used one instrument setup to monitor the
AA820 kinetics in isolated integral PS I complexes, with
reduced FA and FBI P700-Fx cores, and isolated P700-Al
cores. Based on results of this and a previous investigation
(Brettel and Golbeck, 1995), we conclude that the Al
back-reaction is represented by components with lifetimes
of -10 uts and 100 ,us. Therefore, the slower components
found in the absence of FA and FB photochemistry should be
assigned to FX. Based on results from both AA820 and
electric potential measurements, it seems very likely that
this back-reaction is also biphasic, with lifetimes of -300-
450 [Ls and 1-1.5 ms. The ratio of these components'
amplitudes is, however, not the same for AVA820 and A&f
kinetics, and varies upon experimental conditions. Although
the 20-,us component seen in the isolated P700-Fx core is
definitely related to a minority of centers not undergoing Fx
photochemistry, and the major 1.4-ms component repre-
sents the Fx back-reaction, the interpretation of the origin of
the 268-,us component is not so straightforward. On one
hand, it can be interpreted as a second (faster and minor)
phase of Fx back-reaction, but also it can represent the
slower phase of A1 back-reaction in the above-mentioned
minority of centers. It should be also noted that the major
phase of the Fx back-reaction is slower in the isolated core
than the major phase monitored with reduced FA and FB.
This may be explained by acceleration of back-reaction in
the latter case due to electrostatic repulsion from the re-
duced terminal iron-sulfur clusters. Indeed, a shorter life-
time has been consistently observed for the back-reaction of
FX in the presence of reduced FA and FB (Golbeck et al.,
1988; Parrett et al., 1989; Rodday et al., 1995; this work).
At this point the most reasonable speculation we can put
forward concerning biexponential back-reaction kinetics of
either of studied acceptors is conformational heterogeneity
existing within a population of PS I preparations. The
100-pus and 500-,s components could be discriminated only
at a good signal-to-noise ratio and a relatively wide (at least
10 As to several ms) acquisition time domain, but attempts
to fit with fewer than four components with lifetimes in this
range have yielded considerably poorer results, and the
variations in the values of the components between prepa-
rations were higher than in the case of a four-exponential
approximation in the ,us-to-ms time domain.
Contribution of 3Chl decay
In PS I centers with partial blockage or inefficiency of
undersaturating flash energies down to 1 mJ (Vassiliev et
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electron transfer, there exists a tens-of-As component in
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addition to the inherent back-reactions from AT and/or Fx.
Two possible origins of the PS I kinetics can be considered:
a) relaxation of triplet states of P700, and b) relaxation of
triplet states of antenna chlorophyll. A faster back-reaction
from AT (250- to 750-ns half-time) was shown to proceed
via the 3P700, which was followed by a slower ps-time scale
decay of 3P700 (Setif and Bottin, 1989; Setif and Brettel,
1990), but a later investigation provided spectroscopic evi-
dence against participation of 3P70 in the AT back-reaction
in the absence of FA and FB (Warren et al., 1993). On the
other hand, the fast phases (with a major 10-p,s component)
have a significantly different flash energy dependency from
the [FA/FB]- component(s), the magnitude of these fast
phases not being saturated even at 150 mJ, the highest flash
energies applied. This fact strongly argues for the second
mechanism, where the appearance of the tens-of-,us decay
in the presence of a saturating background illumination can
be explained, as in the experiments of Nujis et al. (1986), by
relaxation of the excited states of inner antenna chlorophyll
molecules (formed upon a strong green excitation) via the
3Chl state. According to current X-ray structure data, the PS
I complex contains 64 antenna chlorophyll molecules with
center-to-center distances ranging from 9 to 16 A, whereas
the center-to-center distance in the P700 dimer is 7 A
(Fromme et al., 1996). If the nearby antenna chlorophylls
are capable of forming dimers, then the lifetimes of their
triplet states should differ from those of the monomers, as in
the case of Chl molecules in solution (Mathis and Setif,
1981). Therefore, the polyphasic kinetics of 3Chl decay,
observed particularly upon high-energy excitation of
P700-A1 core in the presence of background illumination
(Fig. 11), may be related to existence of Chl molecules
differing in their aggregation state. Because selective exci-
tation of P700 at 710 nm likely leads to a much lower yield
of antenna 3Chl than excitation at 532 nm (Shuvalov et al.,
1986), resolution of the pus-to-s time scale kinetics upon
far-red flash excitation is necessary for a better understand-
ing of the AA820 mechanisms in different PS I preparations.
Optimization of the instrumental setup for
AA,w measurements
The results of these studies on different types of PS I
preparations, including thylakoid membranes, isolated PS I
complexes, and PS I cores provide a rationale for the
identification of functional electron acceptors based on the
kinetics of near infra-red absorbance changes of P7. The
complications include multiple kinetic components attrib-
uted to a particular acceptor, the issue of species- or king-
dom-dependent equilibrium between Fx and A, (Setif and
Brettel, 1993), and the wide range of back-reactions avail-
able in PS I. Hence, a better assessment of electron transfer
can be achieved by monitoring the kinetics on several
decades of time scale, rather than making separate measure-
ments in relatively narrow time windows. The second ad-
vantage of this approach is that in many cases the results can
be evaluated even before the multiexponential fit, as placing
the kinetics on the multidecade scale does not require using
different scales to display traces that have their major decay
components in different time domains. In terms of analysis
of PS I mutants, the whole multiexponential decomposition
signature, rather than individual values of parameters,
should be better used for characterization of electron trans-
port activity. Taking into account possible contribution of
3Chl to the decay signal in the ,us time domain, optimization
of the experimental protocol for excitation energy is equally
important.
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